Hospital Fund are very persistent in their endeavour to contradict certain statemen-ts made in a communication under the above heading in the Journal of September 15th, 1928, and now repeAted in your issue of July 8th this year. No contradiction was issued in 1928.
In their communication published in your issue of July 15th they quote as an " actual conclusion " of the Pay Beds Committee of their Fund something which never appeared in any one of the fifteen conclusions of the published report of that body. That " quotation" must therefore be taken as their own opinion and interpretation. In itself it was quite irrelevant to my summary, which they criticized. Now, in your issue of July 29th, they name what they term two " substantial differences " as between my summaries of the committee's conclusions (appearing on pages 34-36 of that report) and the conclusions themselves.
The first they state to be that I use the term " moderate means" instead of " small means" when referring to a group of patients whose treatmient at voluntary hospitals the committee in its conclusions said should be similar to that given to those known as the " sick poor." The honorary secretaries state: " The paragraph which he quotes was the conclusion of an argument that the principle of providing accommodation at a cost to voluntary funds should not apply to those of ' moderate means' generally." My qLiotation was a conclusion of the Pay Beds Committee given in full, nlot a paragraph from somewhere else. The statement the honorary secretaries now make does not appear in any one of the fifteen conclusions of that committee. Here again one must suppose it is the opinion and interpretation of the honorary secretaries themselves. The other " substantial difference," as they term it, is that, whereas I summarize conclusion No. 13 of that report by stating " the committees of management should lay down certain rules or limitations as to the medical practitioners who should be allowed to-attend these patients," the actual conclusion of the committee was " that each hospital should decide for itself whether or not it should lay down any limitations at all." It requires a good deal of dialectic skill to appreciate the difference between these two statements, for even if there are to be no limitations there certainly must be rules of some kind in every case.
The summaries of the Pay Beds Committee's conclusions which I ventured to make four years ago, and to repeat now, are absolutely correct. If the honorary secretaries of the Fund think otherwise and desire " to correct erroneous impressions," then it is up to them to produce evidence which is relevant and accurate. The thesis I have ventured to emphasize again is your statement (British Medical Journial, 1928, ii, 317) (Journal, May 13th, p. 846) , is worthy of careful consideration by general practitioners.
Several years ago, in introducing the discussion on a paper read by Professor Windeyer of Sydney University, before the Victorian Branch of the British Medical Associa-
